Disaster-recovery financing has become a critical topic in recent years, particularly as disaster frequency and intensity have changed and diversified. Declarations of natural, human-created, and technological disasters in the United States (and globally) have increased in the past decade. For example, from 2000 to 2014, the number of U.S. disaster declarations has increased dramatically—65 major declarations per year on average and a total of 1,907 declarations overall. And during the peak of such increases in 2011, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) issued the largest number to date (90 major disaster declarations and 242 disaster declarations overall) (see FEMA, undated).

Both the public and private sectors play a role in disaster-recovery financing. Public-sector players include agencies at the federal level (such as the U.S. Department of Homeland Security [DHS], U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, and U.S. Department of Health and Human Services) and the state and local levels (local departments of emergency management, a long-term recovery authority, or long-term recovery committees often led by a government agency) that respond in the wake of disasters. Private-sector contributors to disaster-recovery financing include two types of entities. First, there are for-profit businesses—both in the affected disaster areas and nationally. Businesses’ ability to reopen and ensure few disruptions in payroll is most critical for economic recovery. Private nonprofits, such as philanthropies and charities, often raise money from private businesses and individuals to finance disaster recovery.

The public sector gets involved in disaster-recovery financing once there is a presidential declaration of an emergency or a declaration of a major disaster in general. FEMA (as part of DHS)
and other federal agencies are available to assist in dealing with the emergency or major disaster involved. Specifically, FEMA can distribute aid money from its Disaster Relief Fund. The fund covers public assistance, individual assistance, mitigation, and general operation and administrative costs. Public assistance provides aid to public (and certain private nonprofit) entities for specific emergency services and the repair or replacement of disaster-damaged public facilities, including debris removal, emergency protective measures, road systems and bridges, water-control facilities, public buildings and contents, public utilities, and parks. Individual assistance covers such programs as temporary housing, home repairs, and disaster case management. Mitigation services tend to cover the funding of long-term recovery, although this can vary by federal agency and type of service, from taking adaptation measures to providing complementary social and human services.

As for the role of the private sector, insurance companies obviously have a direct role—providing insurance coverage before a disaster and compensation for loss following one. But the private sector writ large has a broader role: A wide range of corporate and nonprofit organizations assist in disaster-relief activities, from partnering with community organizations to rebuild a neighborhood to providing immediate economic support for households and families. Nonprofits are also essential in providing direct services (e.g., housing support, health services, financial counseling) to affected constituents. But this broader role in disaster-recovery financing has been elevated for a couple of reasons. First, there is a keen recognition that a community cannot rely on a single source of funding to address the sheer magnitude of any one disaster, much less the potential overlap of emergencies in particularly disaster-prone areas. Second, disaster recovery requires collaboration and different types of funding, much of which the private or nongovernmental sector can transfer or distribute more effectively than the government sector can.

Yet, despite the elevated role for the private sector in disaster-recovery financing, there is still limited discussion about how and where the private sector should contribute, whether the processes are clear enough for when the private sector should engage, and whether there is any real clarity about whether the private-sector contributions will help to offset shortfalls as households and whole communities emerge from the disaster-recovery phase.

Objectives and Approach
In this perspective, we discuss how the private sector is currently contributing in terms of supporting disaster-recovery financing,
what challenges it faces in doing so, and potential opportunity for future involvement. We then discuss some areas of inquiry to address those challenges going forward. For the purposes of this perspective, we examine the roles of both for-profit businesses and nonprofit private-sector organizations because both offer critical services in disaster recovery. We note where findings or themes are relevant for particular types of private-sector organizations.

We took a two-pronged approach in doing this review. First, we built on an environmental scan, which included a review of the peer-reviewed and gray literature (e.g., reports, proceedings), as well as other materials that summarize issues in disaster-recovery financing. For this perspective, we focus on the materials related to the role of the private sector in supporting individuals, households, businesses, and communities. In addition to the more formal review of peer-reviewed and gray literature, we extensively searched web material to gather information about large national disasters (e.g., Iowa floods, Colorado floods, Deepwater Horizon oil spill, Hurricane Sandy, Hurricane Katrina, Texas fertilizer explosion, 9/11). We also used Corporate Aid Tracker and charitable contribution databases to extract information on fiscal implications and dollars allocated for specific disasters or types of services. For each of these local examples, we examined whether there were program and policy proceedings, articles, organization reports (e.g., from long-term recovery committees), and other materials that could provide additional detail on the cost of recovery, the role of the private sector, and the issues in providing financial support to aid community rebuilding.

Second, we conducted key-informant interviews with key national and local stakeholders in various sectors of disaster response and recovery—particularly those with expertise in private-sector involvement, in risk management, and in navigating the systems involved in financing disaster recovery—to understand particular issues in disaster-recovery financing. To identify these key stakeholders, we first considered a combination of large-scale natural disasters (i.e., Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, the floods in Colorado) and relatively recurrent disasters (i.e., the wildfires in California). We then reviewed our research findings to identify prominent players or entities in recovery efforts. We included local leaders from these communities, national leaders, and corporations (e.g., city managers; companies, including Wal-Mart, Target, and Bank of America; U.S. Chamber of Commerce; American Red Cross).

How Is the Private Sector Contributing to Disaster-Recovery Financing?

Informed by our analysis, we have determined that the private sector is contributing to disaster-recovery financing in a variety of ways, including playing a key role in early response and long-term recovery, collaborating with the public sector in public–private partnerships, driving innovation and facilitating technology use, helping smaller communities manage influxes of funds, and supplementing the federal disbursement processes. In this section, we discuss these contributions.

A typical disaster cycle (as shown in the figure) goes through a series of phases: the period of preparedness or preplanning, the response period (short term, measured in days), and the recovery period (intermediate term, measured in weeks or months, as well as long term, measured in months and years).
During these phases, there are significant financial activities and implications for both households and communities—activities that involve both the public and private sectors. The shortfalls at particular phases of response and recovery can be devastating and accumulate if not addressed swiftly. Typically, communities (local jurisdictions) go to state and federal governments for help. But it is unclear how the private sector should best be involved in the process. For example, as a disaster exceeds the bounds of what is covered in public-sector mechanisms, the private sector can be particularly useful in addressing gaps. Given existing assets and risk-bearing capacity, a community might be able to withstand only a certain amount of risk exposure and, as a result, must seek out private-sector help. For example, during the response phase, local financial supports might kick in from both the public and private sectors to help households stabilize and manage daily needs, but the private sector’s cash reserves might be more flexible than government cash options.

As the recovery phase takes root, households might need to access medical or disability benefits as a result of injury. Depending on the seriousness of the disaster impact, these needs could exceed what health insurance usually covers or the traditional offerings of routine social services. Whether supports for medical, financial, or other impacts are available from philanthropic investment is an open question, but examples from recent disasters indicate that the private sector is now often addressing those shortfalls. During the recovery period, households can access a range of government-sponsored individual and case management assistance programs while communities begin to leverage rebuilding grants, such as resources from the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Disaster Recovery program.

During the recovery process, other potential funding mechanisms might kick in, such as additional support for home or community rebuilding or renovation and continued support to close gaps in general cash flow to meet basic household or community economic needs (e.g., keeping government agencies running). However, if households have difficulty overcoming existing vulnerabilities and the subsequent disaster effects, individuals might fall further behind, stressing a range of safety-net options and increasing the need for such supports as unemployment services.

**Private-Sector Contributions to Preparedness**

In this disaster cycle, the private sector plays a key role in preparedness, early response, and longer-term recovery. In terms of preparedness, businesses can help build resilience before a disaster.
strikes, such as by driving local investment and strengthening general resilience. According to FEMA, 2011:

Businesses play a key role in building resilient communities. As businesses consider what they need to do to survive a disaster or emergency, as outlined in their business continuity plans, it is equally important that they also consider what their customers will need in order to survive. The ongoing involvement of businesses in preparedness activities paves the way to economic and social resilience within their communities. (p. 12)

In 2011, then–United Nations Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Disaster Risk Reduction Margareta Wahlström noted in a public statement, “A private sector committed to disaster risk reduction can steer public demand toward materials, systems, and technological solutions to build and run resilient communities” (United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2011). DHS, 2008, notes ways in which business can support making communities safer: setting standards and quality assurance criteria for safer structures in urban areas, as well as providing expertise to help with administration, internal business processes, and external disaster risk assessments.

As part of such resilience efforts, companies are extending the reach of their emergency preparedness, response, and recovery activities to include employees, family members, and other constituents. For example, Office Depot is using its foundation to educate small businesses about emergency preparedness, Shell Oil Company has provided support for disaster victims in need of fuel to address key needs during recovery, and Wal-Mart uses its website to promote preparedness among employees and to post tips for specific areas and shelter or disaster information.

As another example, IBM has focused on long-term resilience by creating Smarter Cities Challenge grants in Japan after the 2011 earthquake and tsunami and developing an open-source database to track people and resources leveraged for ongoing community monitoring of economic and social recovery. For future disasters, Airbnb will be partnering with Portland and San Francisco to pre-identify hosts for displaced people and services when an emergency occurs and to provide alerts via web and mobile technology. This will ensure that disaster response is more effective than past efforts have been and that the recovery period is as speedy as possible. SeeClickFix is using its database of citizen requests for on-the-spot services, such as debris removal, to generate actionable data on the state of community infrastructure and to facilitate recovery and, ultimately, community rebound or resilience.

Another way for private-sector companies to address predisaster social and economic conditions is to focus on improving the general resilience of those living in vulnerable communities. For example, Citigroup is focused on precrisis preparation and financial management for those who are traditionally disenfranchised; specifically, it is providing programs for the “unbanked” (those without formal bank accounts) who need immediate support in the form of prepaid benefit cards to facilitate immediate economic recovery after a disaster.

Some communities have had the business community serve as the lead predisaster recovery planning resource to build local capacity, which has ensured that communities were not left flat-footed in the ability to deploy resources while waiting for federal programs to stand up or for local staff to be trained on disaster-recovery financing programs.
Noting one company’s reach into the community, one interviewee said,

We do care about the small businesses in our community because they are part of the communities as well. We work with the chambers of commerce on general tips, etc. and try to focus special merchandise toward [those businesses] so it’s easier for them to come in and get [support].

How much the private sector, particularly businesses, should formalize its role or responsibility in preparedness is an open question, but the private sector is already leaning forward in the area.

**Private-Sector Contributions to Response and Recovery**

Once a disaster occurs, time is of the essence in responding to immediate individual and community needs as a precursor to the longer process of recovery. Although national governments, nongovernmental organizations, and intergovernmental organizations usually take the lead in relief efforts, private-sector companies have increasingly emerged as major players in disaster response and recovery in ways that go beyond individual business continuity of operations. These organizations provide goods and services immediately after disaster and play roles in logistics and support activities during both disaster response and recovery (Fritz Institute, 2005). The private sector, particularly industry, has opted to provide its contributions to disaster response and recovery primarily either through single funds, as in the case of the Boston Marathon bombing, or through philanthropic partners, such as the American Red Cross or national or local foundations. Most information to date is based on data from larger nongovernmental organizations and companies; as a result, findings should be reviewed in that light. Other activities of smaller companies might not be as well tracked or systematically assessed.

As one example, in addition to public dollars for the hurricanes of 2005, there were significant outlays from the private sector. One year later (as of June 30, 2006), private donations totaled $3.5 billion. The Allstate Foundation Hurricane Recovery Fund distributed $1.2 million in grants among three leading community foundations that served nonprofits in New Orleans, southern Mississippi, and the coastal region of eastern Texas (Business Civic Leadership Center, 2007). A total of 50 nonprofit organizations in those areas received grants from Allstate Foundation funds. These organizations implemented projects that served nearly 1.5 million people in hard-hit regions, though there is very little information on the actual use and effectiveness of these dollars, how these dollars supplemented public dollars, and how they were targeted.

Hurricane Sandy provides a recent example to illustrate the private sector’s role in response and recovery. The federal government provided approximately $60 billion, private corporations donated $141 million, and nonprofits raised more than $500 million for distribution to affected Sandy residents and communities. Although these data provide insight into the relative distribution, it is difficult to obtain data to fully capture other investments that corporations might have made to support employees, to ensure business continuity of operations, or to support other community redevelopment. As of December 2012, about 90 organizations had raised more than $400 million for Hurricane Sandy relief. Two-thirds of business aid came from direct monetary donations to organizations, such as the American Red Cross and Feeding America (U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation, 2013). The top organizations that received corporate donations were the American
Red Cross, the Salvation Army, the Robin Hood Foundation, the United Way, and the Mayor’s Fund to Advance New York City. Other donations were to local 501(c)(3) organizations and local disaster-relief funds.

The most frequent donation was $100,000, but amounts ranged from around $4,000 to $23 million. Comcast raised the majority of its funds through a benefit concert. Most companies donated funding to immediate relief efforts and not long-term recovery or mitigation. Donations tended to be greatest from cable companies, business and financial institutions, banking institutions, health care organizations, grocery retailers, motor companies, and sporting organizations (Major League Baseball, Major League Soccer, the National Association for Stock Car Auto Racing, the National Basketball Association, and the National Football League). The top five types of assistance for which organizations received funding were for grant-making, nonfood relief supplies, food, volunteer coordination and capacity-building, and cleanup. Seven percent of funds expended were grants to individuals, families, and businesses (U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation, 2013).

Public–Private Collaborations

Although the examples above show that the public and private sectors can and do act independently in disaster preparedness, response, and longer-term recovery, public–private partnerships are integral because they can help to increase efficiency and effectiveness in disaster management. Specifically, the partnerships between private actors and public-sector partners and recipients can alter the strategic focus of disaster-management agencies. For instance, when government views the private sector as a full partner, the government expects the private sector to assume a level of accountability and responsibility before, during, and after emergencies. Public–private partnerships can make disaster-management operations more flexible. Private-sector consultants, specifically from business, can be quickly hired for project-oriented purposes and can be discharged once the project is complete. The private sector is essentially a scalable asset that can be used to supplement government workers on specific disaster-management projects.

Public–private partnerships can also play a significant role in tactical response to emergencies and thus contribute in powerful ways to strengthen resilience (Busch and Givens, 2013). Public–private partnerships can reduce the burdens placed on government to provide certain goods and services immediately and over time, permitting the public sector to focus on other important strategic priorities (Busch and Givens, 2013). For example, in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, Wal-Mart played a vital role in distributing relief supplies to Gulf Coast residents. But Wal-Mart and other companies did not tend only to their narrow interests. The disaster plans they had in place allowed them to fill broader needs far in advance of the official first responders. Wal-Mart frequently outpaced FEMA, sometimes by days, in getting trucks filled with emergency supplies to relief workers and citizens whose lives the storm upended (Zimmerman and Bauerlein, 2005). In short, partnerships between firms and government are reshaping disaster-management strategy, operations, and tactics.

Even when there is not a formal public–private partnership, for-profit businesses can provide important templates for the design of public-sector programs. The example of New Zealand’s response to the Christchurch earthquake provides one way in which principles that the private sector framed influenced and guided public-sector
programs; specifically, public-sector programs successfully applied a business focus to public-sector investment by using a business-minded benefit realization management strategy. The public sector invested approximately $200 million in six information and community technology projects, including initiatives to support jobs in Christchurch and to manage land-title records electronically. For the earthquake response, the public sector created an earthquake support subsidy to help companies operate while keeping their staff and paying wages. They also created an online earthquake employment support system to help employers and employees apply for financial help in a coordinated way; this program was designed to remove uncertainty about jobs, but it had the long-term benefit of creating social will and commitment to community rebuilding. By using private-sector insights, the government could get the website running more quickly; this also helped to allay frustrations and move people through the system more efficiently (New Zealand Office of the Auditor-General, 2012).

Much like the example in New Zealand following its earthquake, in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the public sector based its business disaster case management program on the model used in business case management approaches, whereby a team is deployed to support the business in developing more-efficient or -effective processes. The program’s goal was to strengthen small-business capacity, and it focused on providing technical assistance to smaller to midsize businesses (e.g., coffee shops, manufacturing firms) on how to rebuild and weather economic downturns. During a three-year period (2008–2011), the Iowa program reported that it reached out to 1,230 businesses. Of that amount, 565 businesses received support from business case management teams. Case managers then worked with businesses to help them through the Jump Start 2 funding process. This process helped the businesses recover approximately $45 million (Cedar Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce, 2012).

Public–private partnerships inevitably have coordination challenges, which we discuss more below. But business-designed models are trying to address such challenges. Single Automated Business Exchange for Reporting was created by a private-sector company, and DHS is disseminating it. Operation Dragon Fire is another platform to improve transparency and sharing among agencies in the public and private sectors, led by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and National Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster, but the program has not been rigorously evaluated yet. Appallicious has launched the Disaster Assessment and Assistance Dashboard to help communities survive disaster. San Francisco and IDEO have launched the City72 Toolkit to enable communities, including the private sector, to create their own preparedness platforms.

These platforms might also address the critical issue of keeping the private sector engaged beyond the disaster by providing usable information for routine operations. These operating pictures, or situational awareness, might facilitate public–private collaborations by articulating the bounds or parameters of partnership and by helping to broker relationships. One interviewee articulated the current challenge:

Sometimes, what happens is that someone says they want a connection, and they’ll call us and say “can we have a [public–private] partnership?” but they don’t know what that means. Having clear definitions, having the platform, having an enhanced understanding of how the private sector works would help as well.
Opportunities for Private-Sector Involvement

There are several ways in which the private sector, particularly businesses, is key to disaster recovery. The private sector is key to developing and implementing flexible financing models. It is also critical in ongoing resilience development.

The private sector contributes to disaster-recovery financing via the speed and timing of funding. Private-sector investment is considered a more flexible pathway for communities, free of many of the administrative hurdles that come with government dollars. This can take the form of philanthropies, with donations from business, or direct, corporate philanthropic arms. Private-sector entities have been helpful in offering privately funded working-capital funds. These funds can help businesses stay afloat. But often these funds are not well coordinated among private-sector organizations or with public-sector entities to organize and build support locally around a particular industry’s risk and to create a loan fund. Interview participants noted that private-sector entities could be instrumental in administering special accounts or coordinating with the public sector in this regard, without significant overhead.

Although it is not a private-sector entity, the World Bank can also provide a useful example. The World Bank uses special accounts for community development and, in some cases, global disaster response. To ensure that dollars flow fast enough to where they are needed, the World Bank can release funds to organizations (and usually local government) before the grantee begins spending the money. The grantee or borrower needs to demonstrate its capability to track and administer these funds (World Bank, 1994).

But these accounts have not been used in the United States. One interviewee noted that they should be:

FEMA should have something like [World Bank special accounts] that at least puts 10 percent of the funds out front, which would be a low-risk way of speeding up the process, since initial assessments are, if anything, low. Perhaps private-sector organizations could be looped in to coordinate the funds with the local government because they could move more quickly without a lot of overhead.

The private sector is also key to improving general resilience. More specifically, our research shows that the private sector can play a role in improving the resilience of vulnerable communities. Earlier, for example, we discussed Citigroup’s focus on precrisis preparation and financial management for those who are traditionally disenfranchised and the programs it provides for the unbanked, populations who would benefit from immediate support in the form of prepaid benefit cards.

Looking at this issue more broadly, some interviewees explained that preparedness should include basic training and general outreach in the community itself, which would help address potential inequities in social (e.g., population literacy) and
economic (e.g., financial literacy) conditions specifically. One interviewee noted,

You do demographic profiles for where disasters have hit, and you see literacy rates that are very low, so you can’t start talking about recovery and development until you deal with basic social issues. Part of recovery initiative might be to provide more literacy assistance, which has nothing to do with disaster but does shine light on these themes and needs on the general community profile.

Every disaster analysis has illustrated the challenges faced when predisaster social and economic conditions appear to exacerbate the effects of disaster. In the past several years, it has become clear that natural disasters have affected individuals and groups with special socioeconomic characteristics more than they have affected others. High levels of vulnerability and low adaptive capacity have been linked to a range of factors. These include access and distribution of resources, technology, information, and wealth; risk perceptions; social capital and community structure; and the existing formalized institutional framework, which organizes warning, planning, and other services (Dolan and Walker, 2006). Vulnerability to natural disasters is a “combined function of exposure (risk of experiencing a disaster event) and the ability to cope” (Masozera, Bailey, and Kerchner, 2007, p. 300). Analyses have indicated that low-income members of communities are more likely than other community members to die, suffer from injuries, have proportionately higher material losses, have more psychological trauma, and face more obstacles during the phases of response, recovery, and reconstruction (Fothergill and Peek, 2004). Many low-income groups, which are largely minorities and women, also frequently live in hazardous areas because property values and housing costs are lower (Paterson, 1998; Godschalk et al., 1999). For example, between 1990 and 2000, the population increase in Austin, Texas, caused more people to live in floodplains, but that does not mean that low-income populations could access or fully reside in those newly developed lands (Lee and Jung, 2014).

As shown in the figure, recovery is a long-term process that goes on months or even years after the disaster and focuses on rebuilding and sustainable economic development. Many scholars have written about the role of government in disaster response, arguing about the balance between individual responsibility and where government resources should start and end in support of disaster victims (Sugarman, 2007). There are many challenges contained in these arguments, including identifying what constitutes a disaster, actual disaster effects, and the vulnerabilities that already existed and might or might not require compensation. Some have argued that recovery funding incorrectly emphasizes housing rather than more-comprehensive economic rebuilding and jobs. Recently, there has been a demonstrable reorientation to include considerations of infrastructure strengthening and not simply disaster relief alone (Changnon and Easterling, 2000; Busch and Givens, 2013). But, in proportionate investment, there is still greater emphasis on how to address the usual elements of immediate disaster response than a focus on efforts to deeply assess and address the social vulnerabilities that predated the actual event (Masozera, Bailey, and Kerchner, 2007).

Given historical industry roles in offering economic opportunity in such communities (e.g., empowerment zones), the private sector (particularly business) might have a particular role in providing opportunity and leveling the playing field—in reimagining economic recovery in ways that ensure that low-income populations
Given historical industry roles in offering economic opportunity in such communities (e.g., empowerment zones), the private sector (particularly business) might have a particular role in providing opportunity and leveling the playing field—in reimagining economic recovery in ways that ensure that low-income populations are not left out of the recovery process.

are not left out of the recovery process. However, very little focused attention has been paid to what should be a consistent role for businesses in this regard.

Some have argued that home ownership is a preexisting economic condition that is a critical pathway for “transformative” assets. In short, ownership is an indicator of inherited wealth that lifts a family beyond its own achievement. Low-income residents often reside in mobile homes or poorly constructed or maintained homes. Homes of this low quality are easily damaged in a natural disaster (Pastor et al., 2006). When examining the changes in housing recovery trajectories after Hurricane Andrew, Zhang and Peacock, 2010, found that predominantly black and low-income neighborhoods experienced higher losses in home value than white and high-income neighborhoods did and took more time to return to the prior status.

Social-equity issues also affect the ability to navigate complex disaster-recovery compensation and financing systems, both individually and at the community level. Minorities and the poor might feel constrained from access to postdisaster assistance and mitigation programs (Godschalk et al., 1999). A study of the effect of Hurricane Andrew found that the poor and poor communities received less aid from disaster-recovery assistance programs than others because of the complex application process and transportation problems (Dash, Peacock, and Morrow, 1997). Middle- and higher-income disaster victims were more comfortable than low-income groups in negotiating disaster-recovery bureaucracy for assistance (Fothergill and Peek, 2004). For people who cannot afford the costs of repair, reconstruction, or relocation, it can take years to recover from the aftermath of a disaster. Additionally, the effects of a disaster can persist into the next generation because the current generation lacks the resources to recover (Adger, 1996).

One way to address social equity is through private-sector investment in human capital (e.g., building the workforce). Kuo and Means, 2012, posits that, “[b]y sending signals about the health of the community and its ability to recover from disaster, rebuilding efforts led by locally owned businesses can accomplish more than well-intentioned programs implemented by government or outside relief organizations” (p. 1008). In this context, business redevelopment could require those businesses to revisit entrepreneurial practices usually resigned to the start-up phase to foster a local spirit of innovation with new ideas for development or new product lines. The resultant social capital that business innovation and local commitment create can foster more local interest in community-driven solutions and, ultimately, greater community social cohesion.
What Challenges Does the Private Sector Face in Contributing to Disaster-Recovery Financing?

Although the private sector is heavily engaged in disaster preparedness, response, and recovery, our study also highlighted challenges for the private sector when it comes to financing—in particular, challenges that arise from lack of information availability, difficulty tracking the flow and timing of funds, and limitations on what financial supports can be provided, particularly by business. Further, there can be difficulty in explaining the value of business investment in recovery.

Information Gaps

Reviews of recent disasters and key-informant discussions underscore the continuing problem of not having a common operational picture. Most cities, states, and federal agencies still have different platforms that they use to share information. As a result, it is difficult to obtain a regional common operational picture or a picture at the city or state level that is useful to both the private and public sectors. There are three types of information shortcomings: not having complete information on what different sectors are spending, not being able to discern where the private sector (particularly businesses) can best contribute, and not having strong evaluation data on what contributions or investments are supporting effective recovery. The response to Hurricane Katrina highlighted that a lot of the private-sector organizations could not get the information they needed for recovery; this precipitated the need for more-systematic engagement of state emergency operation centers to share information with the private sector. However, the uptake and implementation of the centers has not been consistent or rigorously tested or evaluated. In an analysis of corporate roles in global disaster response, the Center for Strategic and International Studies found that “there is still a tendency for many companies to say, ‘Here is what we have to offer,’ instead of asking what is actually needed” (White and Lang, 2012, p. 21).

Tracking private-sector investment is also particularly challenging, both for research and simply to have companies able to monitor where their dollars go. It is very difficult to piece together the total dollars that private-sector entities provide. Although there is some accounting of overall charitable contributions between for-profit business and large relief organizations, such as the American Red Cross, or sizable foundations, such as the Robin Hood Foundation, there are gaps in publicly available data on giving to smaller nonprofit or community-based organizations. We were able to locate aggregate corporate giving data, but there were challenges in locating any data that fully disaggregate the funding into categories or initiatives. This presents challenges not only in capturing the real dollars contributed but also in the pacing and sequencing of those funds, how they are used, and for what purpose.

Another issue is the lack of full visibility on how local affiliates of businesses are tracking resource allocations for local response.
and recovery. Although donations can be readily tracked at the corporate level of a major corporation, tracking at the store level can be difficult. Businesses note that they are trying to centralize this information and track more systematically, but developing robust systems to evaluate sales and donations is a work in progress. These difficulties in tracking can influence the business impact analysis—how supplies are affected and which businesses can remain competitive after a disaster.

**Financing Processes**

In addition to the lack of comprehensive information to monitor and track private-sector investments, the private sector faces some funding-related challenges in supporting disaster response and recovery. Some large companies have limits on the resources they can donate to communities because of procurement laws. State procurement laws can either prohibit or limit sales to public entities. The federal government places a cap on how much a company can sell to a public entity before that company is considered a government contractor. There are ways to simply donate the supplies or to create a waiver for catastrophic reasons only. Given that it is difficult to know what the federal government will fund for what time period of the disaster response, it can become challenging to determine what the private sector can or should supplement before hitting that cap or threshold. Although companies have identified some solutions to this challenge by working more closely with nonprofits and local businesses, the issue of procurement policy and how funds could be used is still significant, particularly if a company is not interested in being a government contractor.

Yet another financing challenge is the federal categorization and sequencing of dollars. For instance, FEMA has categories for funding recovery (A–G); debris removal is category A, emergency protective measures are category B, and so forth. But some communities do not proceed in recovery through the linear sequence that FEMA has set out and are not always ready for the money at the expected time. The release of CDBG money is sometimes slow as well. Each of these examples presents an opportunity for the private sector to fill in the supports when the federal funding sequencing does not quite align with the true path of community recovery. They also suggest opportunities for businesses to support communities in financial management and planning—to chart out when money will be needed for particular phases of reconstruction.

To date, there is no framework for how to map private-sector funds side by side with CDBG to determine which funds could slot where in the sequence of disbursement.

Also, there was significant confusion in our interviews about how to describe direct expenses, something we saw in our review of the use of funds in Hurricane Sandy, particularly the funds from businesses. Organizations varied in how they explained direct costs, whether and how those amounts were calculated, and how much direct costs were attributed to fixed costs. For instance, the Charities Bureau in New York City is now thoroughly reviewing the methodologies that varying reporting organizations use to calculate whether and how salaries and rent are included and what counts in the pre- and postdisaster periods. Given the lack of consistency with how funds are organized, following the flow and use of funds over time becomes very difficult.

Another categorization issue is the extent to which gifts or in-kind funds are valued. This valuation can skew how much a disaster response or relief organization is receiving, the absolute level of charitable giving during a disaster period (i.e., high valuation of gift
or in-kind donations can inflate organizational financial reports), and the level that can be claimed for tax deduction.

Although it has improved, the way in which funding from non-U.S. sources is received and categorized is also fraught with difficulties. The process for approving aid from international offers can significantly affect the speed and timing of the funding. An analysis of international aid processes in the past decade has revealed that the United States still lacks efficient procedures for working effectively with international partners, a difficulty that impedes the rapid flow of funds and donations and processing and categorization (White and Lang, 2012). Discussions with key informants from the private sector also revealed the challenges of logistic planning. For example, interviewees who had been part of the Hurricane Katrina response noted that U.S. officials might be able to coordinate with the private sector to help review the funding received from international sources, perhaps processing and aiding in categorizing and tracking those funds. This could facilitate the speed and appropriate sequencing of funds.

Despite the promise of the private sector driving resilience innovation, the categorization of funds can also affect how money is used to build resilient infrastructure. One of the ongoing challenges in categorization is the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act method for calculating overall eligible costs, particularly those based on the predisaster design of a building or other type of facility (Pub. L. 100-707, 1988). The requirement that the facility be repaired to the predisaster condition often limits applicants’ ability to use Stafford Act funding to rebuild a facility differently in anticipation of future impacts. Traditional reimbursement models do not generally account for adaptation to a more expansive range of stressors, including those based on climate change. State and local governments can be reimbursed to rebuild a facility to updated codes or standards, as long as they were “applicable at the time at which the disaster occurred” (§ 406[e][1][A][ii]).

These limitations present challenges in recovery reimbursement, particularly when communities want to build back differently. Then again, this challenge could present an opportunity for private-sector investment in a green economy or smart rebuilding. Resilience-related provisions were included in the Sandy Recovery Improvement Act (Pub. L. 113-2, 2013, Division B), but it is still difficult to determine how much Sandy recipients are using dollars for mitigation and long-term adaptation. We know that $11.5 billion to FEMA is set aside to support the long-term rebuilding of public facilities and $16 billion to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development will go to recovery, restoration of infrastructure, and economic revitalization in the most-affected and distressed areas. It will be important to rigorously evaluate not only use of these dollars for these purposes but how much investments offset future disaster effects. Further, there is a need to understand whether and how private-sector organizations kick in to complement these new public-sector provisions for adaptation and resilience strengthening.

Access and Engagement for Small Businesses and Smaller Communities

Our study also highlighted the challenges in access that smaller communities confront. For example, smaller communities, those with less infrastructure, and those with smaller tax bases, have faced challenges in using financial systems, which suggests that disparities might exist at the community level too. We know that
disaster management involves a complex network of interdependent agencies (Bigley and Roberts, 2001) that involves numerous, often unprecedented, interactions within and between various relief agencies. However, for communities with limited capacity, this network can be harder to navigate. Stakeholders in Colorado and Iowa communities noted that the financing required for their respective flood responses is often beyond the financial capabilities of smaller or midsize communities. One respondent noted,

The budget director for the town was very accustomed to an annual-budget way of thinking, and this kind of rapid cash flow was not a built-in capability. [The director] had perhaps experienced applying for a couple of grants before, but that was no preparation for the 36 we initially had to supply to FEMA to get matching funds from county, state, and national sources.

Although the potential of public–private collaborations for support is evidenced in this example, this might also suggest that there could be public collaborations between different municipalities or other public entities, with larger communities helping those that are smaller and have less grant-writing and related capacity.

Although the potential of public–private collaborations for support is evidenced in this example, this might also suggest that there could be public collaborations between different municipalities or other public entities, with larger communities helping those that are smaller and have less grant-writing and related capacity.

ways that do not simply reaffirm existing community vulnerabilities and disparities.

Communicating About Investment Value

Although private-sector companies have opportunities to speed up funding support and to invest over the long term, a few respondents noted that the case statement for actively involving businesses is difficult for communities to articulate. This can include demonstrating to shareholders that donations can benefit the company or have long-term benefits to the community. One interviewee noted,

Communities may be interested in getting an investor, but they must also look at what they are giving up on the back end (provide the ROI [return on investment]). Communities must examine if there has been opportunity for direct investment in some areas or look at ways to aggregate certain projects so they meet the threshold investors are looking for, but you must figure out how to make the efforts profitable for them.
Further, although the private sector is key to the redevelopment process, determining how to organize and target those contributions can be difficult. One respondent noted,

The public sector does not communicate the value of being involved in the community redevelopment process very well. They say, “X is important; we want you involved,” but cannot answer “why” effectively. Everyone’s time is valuable, and this does not pull enough weight. The first issue is that the public sector must demonstrate investment potential, goodwill investment, leadership investment, the involvement in the community . . . . The great example would be, if something happened in Memphis, the public sector could look to FedEx for logistics management. FedEx are folks who would know that area well, who have developed that expertise, and the public sector could lean on that expertise.

Areas for Future Inquiry
Given what the private sector is currently doing in terms of disaster-recovery financing and the challenges it faces, our review identified three areas requiring further inquiry. In each of these areas is a critical need for more-intensive analysis to fully delineate the most-effective roles for the private sector. The literature review and stakeholder interviews crystallized themes in financing roles and responsibilities for the private sector, but they also identified areas with relatively little clarity or detail on where private-sector involvement could be enhanced or more effective. In this section, we offer areas for future inquiry.

Area 1. Determine the Full Extent of Private-Sector Contributions in Disaster Recovery
When we began this analysis, we wanted to identify studies that actually rigorously evaluated the use and impact of private-sector contributions for social, economic, and related recovery outcomes. Unfortunately, there were few insights in this area. Although we can summarize some of the funding that private-sector organizations, particularly businesses, provide in the form of charitable contributions, determining the extent of other financial outlays is difficult. For example, we could not systematically capture information on how much private-sector organizations contribute to their own business continuity operations, employee recovery activities, or, in some cases, the continuity of operations of other businesses. Few data sources could also provide information on how much money private-sector organizations provided in supporting community recovery and redevelopment activities and whether there were more or less opportune times for those investments. The challenges in funding data and categorization also prevented us from splitting fiscal (e.g., labor time) from nonfiscal (e.g., volunteer time, existing capacity) resources.

Area 2. Extend Private- and Public-Sector Disaster-Recovery Analyses to Include Comparative Value of Private-Sector Engagement and Assessment of Coordination
Given that timing and sequencing of funding continues to be a significant challenge, whether there is an optimal time in the disaster sequence for private-sector funds is an open question. Further, because of the existing difficulties in understanding the length of time it takes for public-sector funds to be spent and in what
ways, it is similarly—if not more—difficult to conduct comparable analysis for private-sector, particularly business, investment dollars. Finally, most of our private-sector investment data were from natural disasters, with relatively little comprehensive insight (beyond large ballpark numbers) from other types of human-caused and technological disasters.

In addition to the challenge of fully capturing the full scope and scale of private-sector funds, there is very little understanding of the ROI of those funds. No study has rigorously assessed whether private-sector funds are being used wisely or in the most-efficient and effective ways. Tracking or linking funding with absolute recovery outcomes—such as economic rebuilding, time to new normalcy, or social recovery—has not been pursued. Rather, studies on business roles tend to focus on process indicators that facilitate engagement instead of outcomes. In the case of business contributions to economic recovery, many communities can assess the time it takes for businesses to reopen or to get back to usual operations (business continuity of operations), but more-extensive analyses of how those organizations contributed to the community tax base or supported long-term financial stability and growth are lacking. One of the interviewees noted this challenge:

There isn’t a good measurement. For many, it seems as though they want to look at their tax base and how effective it is. But you can’t direct attribution of what you’re doing to results [in a] tax base. If you’re funding a recovery project, the outcomes must be clear, and the evaluation of that should be “Did you achieve these outcomes?” It’s difficult to link what you said you did to what results you saw. Instead, we should say, “Did this $10 million investment do X, Y, and Z?”

Despite the integral roles and responsibilities of private-sector organizations in emergency management, there are very little data on the comparative value of these organizations in supporting community response and recovery from disasters. Despite the integral roles and responsibilities of private-sector organizations in emergency management, there are very little data on the comparative value of these organizations in supporting community response and recovery from disasters. There are little evaluation data on how these groups leverage the capacities and capabilities from other routine activities (e.g., education, economic development) toward emergency preparedness. There is a need to understand the variables that affect the efficiency and effectiveness of private-sector assistance, including what organizational characteristics affect the capability of private-sector organizations in different disaster contexts. Finally, there are few data on the relative quality of private-sector engagement and what oversight procedures might be warranted. Understanding what oversight is in place that protects good outcomes while maintaining operational efficiency is merited. Building these characteristics into a funding accountability or monitoring system could help ensure that money is invested in the private-sector organizations with the greatest likelihood of success.
There also has been no comparative analysis of when private-sector engagement has accelerated disaster recovery and what combinations of public–private partnerships are most effective.

In addition to comparative value, future study needs to more fully examine the coordination of assets between the private and public sectors and how clear private-sector organizations were about when and how they should contribute their capacities and capabilities, where the public sector wanted that assistance, and how best to move those supports and at what time in the disaster.
Area 3. Assess Initiatives in Which Private-Sector Organizations, Particularly Businesses, Assist in Supporting Resilience

The analysis clearly indicated that businesses were assuming greater roles in disaster recovery beyond individual business continuity of operations. As noted in examples from Wal-Mart, Citigroup, and IBM, these organizations were contributing to community disaster-preparedness activities and supporting smarter and more-resilient rebuilding. However, aside from brief case-study examples, there is rather limited information on how these business investments are implemented, the drivers of successful engagement, and how much business engagement actually contributes to future resilience. Many businesses are contributing to programs that attempt to address the needs of traditionally vulnerable populations (e.g., job training program) and to support smaller, local businesses. Yet there has been no initiative or program evaluation, which could elucidate the most-effective strategies for private-sector involvement in this area.

In addition, we noted interesting findings about how private-sector organizations are contributing to community disaster-recovery financial operations, financial literacy, and the ability to manage cash flow. But there is very little insight on whether these supports are helping and in what ways and how these supports complement or relate to more public sector–driven models. The innovative Cedar Rapids business case management model is unique in exploring ways to lift and support smaller businesses, but, aside from process analyses, this model has not been rigorously evaluated, nor have there been analyses of comparable programs in other contexts.

Additionally, it is unclear how and when businesses want to be included in this part of community support and how they want to work with public-sector entities to address longstanding, entrenched population vulnerabilities that exacerbate the length and quality of disaster recovery.

Additionally, it is unclear how and when businesses want to be included in this part of community support and how they want to work with public-sector entities to address longstanding, entrenched population vulnerabilities that exacerbate the length and quality of disaster recovery. Business leaders revealed that they felt some obligation to contribute but were unclear about what role made sense given other corporate responsibilities. The issue of what constitutes disaster effects versus preexisting issues is not solely a challenge for private-sector involvement, but it might be useful to examine where businesses have already engaged in addressing existing economic and social disparities in communities and how those opportunities can be leveraged for disaster resilience.

Finally, recent U.S. Economic Development Administration analyses (Feldman et al., 2014) expand concepts of economic development to include the larger regional ecosystem and resilience. In this context, the private sector might have new opportunities to reframe its role in this type of development to include disaster resilience along with addressing macroeconomic shocks at both local and national levels. Further, this new orientation to what con-
stitutes economic development focuses on economic actor capacities and capabilities. As such, it could marry well with other opportunities for the private sector to build those skills locally in the pre- and postdisaster periods.

**Conclusion**

These areas for inquiry offer proposed pathways for more-comprehensive and targeted analyses on how private-sector organizations can be used more effectively for future disaster-recovery operations. Pursuing these areas will be challenged by difficulties in capturing accurate private-sector funding data and being able to link specific investments with recovery outcomes. Teasing apart the role of private-sector contribution relative to public-sector funding will be important for understanding relative value (e.g., is the ROI on a private-sector dollar different from that for a public-sector dollar?). However, this will require being able to fully account for and categorize the funding provided, including resources offered in the form of financial assistance, staffing, and support of economic initiatives that might mitigate existing community vulnerabilities.

*Teasing apart the role of private-sector contribution relative to public-sector funding will be important for understanding relative value (e.g., is the ROI on a private-sector dollar different from that for a public-sector dollar?). However, this will require being able to fully account for and categorize the funding provided, including resources offered in the form of financial assistance, staffing, and support of economic initiatives that might mitigate existing community vulnerabilities.*
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About This Perspective

The changing scope and scale of disasters, both natural and technological, have altered the ways in which disaster management and financing are addressed and the roles of private-sector organizations specifically. Businesses and nonprofit organizations are increasingly central to the process, offering critical support in immediate disaster response but also contributing necessary redevelopment funding that supports community recovery. Although these new expectations position the private sector as a key leader in community resilience, these responsibilities have not been fully met with established guidance or clear metrics for how and when these organizations should participate in disaster recovery and financing.

This perspective examines key issues confronting the private sector in disaster-recovery financing, what roles private-sector entities have played, and where there has been successful integration or leadership of these organizations. The perspective also briefly explores challenges that the private sector faces, with particular attention to issues of information use and application, coordination in response and recovery, and timing of funding. Given continued data gaps in this field, we offer opportunities for research and policy analysis.
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